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Abstract

The complex genetic programs of eukaryotic cells are often regulated by key transcription factors

occupying or clearing out of a large number of genomic locations. Orchestrating the residence times

of these factors is therefore important for the well organized functioning of a large network. The

classic models of genetic switches sidestep this timing issue by assuming the binding of transcription

factors to be governed entirely by thermodynamic protein-DNA affinities. Here we show that

relying on passive thermodynamics and random release times can lead to a ”time-scale crisis” of

master genes that broadcast their signals to large number of binding sites. We demonstrate that

this ”time-scale crisis” can be resolved by actively regulating residence times through molecular

stripping. We illustrate these ideas by studying the stochastic dynamics of the genetic network of

the central eukaryotic master regulator NFκB which broadcasts its signals to many downstream

genes that regulate immune response, apoptosis etc.
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INTRODUCTION

During development gene regulatory programs translate the information in the genome

into phenotypes and after development these programs then micro-manage many functions

within cells to ensure survival in a changing environment. At the molecular level, regulation

involves an intricate web of interactions where the protein products of one set of genes bind

to other genes and their products to modulate the production of biomolecules. The simplest

element of a gene regulatory network is a genetic switch which can be thought of as a cel-

lular control unit that can turn ON or OFF in response to external stimuli or signals from

other genes [1]. The earliest models of genetic switches were formulated using purely ther-

modynamic models [2, 3]. These models assumed that gene states are rapidly equilibrated

(ON
koff

kon

OFF ) so that binding free energies, ∆F = − 1
β
ln
[koff
kon

]
, are the sole quantities con-

trolling the systems level behavior of the network. These models, first introduced in studies

on bacteria [4, 5] are often used to explain gene expression patterns of higher organisms also

in terms of protein-DNA interaction affinities. Thermodynamic models indeed have been

fruitful in interpreting Chip-seq and binding microarray data and thereby have served as a

conceptual link between molecular structure and gene expression [3, 6]. In vivo, however,

eukaryotic networks are generally far from equilibrium and the switching between states of a

gene involves many elaborate kinetically controlled steps such as conformational changes of

chromatin, assembly of various protein co-factors into larger transcription complexes, RNA

polymerase attachment, etc. The apparently simple concept of a gene switching in response

to equilibrium binding is therefore a high level idealization which may not be universally

applicable.

Under time varying non-equilibrium conditions the in vivo activity of genes will be dic-

tated not only by equilibrium binding but also by the residence time of transcription factors

once they are bound to the DNA. Recent single cell and single molecule studies [7–9], show

there are significant departures from the predictions of conventional thermodynamic mod-

els. Single-molecule chase assay experiments which directly measure the dissociation rates of

transcription factors are physically inconsistent with the naive equilibrium models for the ge-

netic switch [8]. A number of possibilities have been proposed to account for the departures

from thermodynamic models [8, 10]. Some have argued that energy consuming kinetic proof-

reading schemes could be employed by eukaryotic cells for attaining greater sensitivity [11]
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and specificity [12] of transcription factor binding relative to binding in equilibrium.

One intriguing mechanism that has been largely overlooked is that of an active regu-

lation of the unbinding step through induced molecular stripping processes which remove

transcription factors from their genomic binding sites. While some transcription factors

may be spontaneously released from bound complexes the in vitro kinetic studies of the

important transcription factor, NFκB, interacting with DNA and its inhibitor IκB have

suggested that the regulation of NFκB in cells is likely to be kinetically controlled directly

by the inhibitor [13, 14]. Molecular dynamics simulations have provided a detailed molec-

ular level picture [15] of how IκBα strips the transcription factor off of DNA more rapidly

than passive dissociation could. In addition, recent years single molecule level experiments

have uncovered other cases of active regulation where protein-DNA exchange involves the

formation of ternary complexes and consequent concentration dependent dissociation of pro-

teins from DNA [7]. Facilitated dissociation has been observed in systems as diverse as the

non-specifically bound architectural proteins [16, 17], metal sensing transcriptional regula-

tors [9, 18], RNA polymerase [19] and even in ribosomal subunit switching [20].

Unlike the bacterial switches studied in the golden age of the molecular biology of bacteria,

NFκB does not act as a simple switch turning on a single metabolic pathway but is involved

in a very wide range of regulatory activities in eukaryotic cells [21]. To carry out these

activities turning on the NFκB switch broadcasts a signal to many downstream genes. As

we shall discuss in the paper, this broadcasting responsibility of NFκB creates a severe

problem of timing if only passive dissociation of NFκB from its targets were possible. The

conventional switch models that do not account for this active regulation of dissociation

times encounter a ”time scale crisis”. Owing to the large genomes and complex life styles of

eukaryotes, NFκB like many other master switches has a huge number of target sites that

initiate downstream functions [22, 23]. There are also myriads of non-functional sites where

NFκB binds [24]. The NFκB activity coordinates a symphony of genes in response to

complex environmental stimuli. Once the external environment returns to normal, however,

not only is there no longer any need for further expression of these NFκB target genes but

if they are not promptly turned off, deleterious actions may result. In contrast as we shall

see by employing molecular stripping, the concentration of free and transcriptionally active

NFκB will be promptly titrated back to zero by its inhibitor IκB once the stimulus is

turned off. In many previous models of the NFκB/IκB/DNA circuitry IκB was thought
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FIG. 1: (A) Schematic picture of the broadcasting network of master regulator NFκB.

Under external stimulation the NFκB − IκB is marked for degradation of IκB with the

rate α. Once freed, NFκB goes inside nucleus and binds to myriad of DNA sites,

including functional targets for downstream signaling, non-functional decoys and the

promoter for IκB itself. Binding to the promoter site initiates the synthesis of IκB. The

negative feedback loop of IκB is shown with dashed line with its inhibition of NFκB

taking place either via direct binding to dissociated NFκB (solid black arrow) or via

molecular stripping. (B) Shown are the mechanisms of 1) Conventional switch: where

DNA unbinding rate takes place via passive dissociation and 2) Switch with stripping:

where switching is being controlled kinetically via broadcasting signals of IκB stripping

NFκB off of DNA sites directly in addition to passive dissociation step.

to simply wait to encounter NFκB molecules that became unbound passively from the

DNA in order to finally remove NFκB from the nucleus. We shall see that waiting for the

NFkB to unbind from tens of thousands of sites in order to become available for the freely

diffusing IκB simply takes too much time. Facing a changing environment, time becomes

essential to the organism. The IκB induced direct stripping of NFκB from its genetic

sites prevents this time scale crisis. Regulating residence times is a necessity for genes that

broadcast signals to multiple targets.
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The NFκB/IκB/DNA broadcasting network.

The transcription factors of the NFκB family are present in large quantities in eukaryotic

cells (∼ 105 copies per cell). They activate ∼ 5 · 102 different genes [25, 26] in response to

external stimuli. Due to its wide ranging influence over so many signaling activities NFκB

is regarded as a master regulator switch which ”broadcasts” signals to many target genes.

Here we employ a stochastic model of the NFκB broadcasting network that includes the

core inhibitory feedback loop of IκB along with the many DNA targets and decoy sites

to which NFκB binds including most importantly the promoter for IκB itself (Table 1

and Supplementary Information). The target genes which are activated by the binding

of NFκB to initiate signaling activities downstream are accompanied by a large majority

of genomic sites that do not code for proteins and are likely decoys serving no known

functions. An order of magnitude estimate for the number for decoys comes from genome-

wide Chip-seq assays of binding [24] which have detected more than 2 · 104 different DNA

sites that bind NFκB. Our usage of the word ”decoy” in the discussion below warrants

some further explanation. Aside from the promoter of IκB all the other NFκB binding

sites will be treated in the same way as effectively homogeneous binding sites obtained by

dividing the accessible part of the genome into finite non overlapping stretches of DNA each

of which binds a single NFκB molecule. Using the effective decoy concept allows us to

average out sequence dependent effects. In the present contribution the effective binding

sites are nearly identical entities with comparable residence times. The heterogeneity of

binding/release properties of different sites is certainly an interesting issue (especially from

the bioinformatic perspective) to which we plan to return in a future publication. The model

network we study contains D = 2 · 104 such effective decoys. The total number of NFκB

molecules is N tot
NFκB = 105. Both the numbers of decoys and the total number of NFκB

molecules are essentially constant owing to the long cellular lifetime of NFκB. It should

be noted that these effective decoys have larger capture rates and residence times for sliding

along the DNA compared to the short consensus sequences of NFκB where binding has been

studied in vitro. The parameters and reaction rates used in the model are shown in Table

1. The values for the rates of binding and unbinding steps are adopted from in vitro DNA

binding experiments [13, 14] and genome wide microarray data [23]. The rest of the rates

are coming from bulk kinetic experiments [27]. The binding ON rates are mostly diffusion
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limited and are set to kon = kdon = 10µMmin−1. The OFF rates on the other hand show

greater variation [23] and generally fall in the range between 10−2 and 1min−1. We vary the

effective decoy OFF rates, kdoff in this range in order to obtain a complete survey of dynamic

regimes that may be exhibited by this system or other analogous broadcasting networks. The

OFF rate for the single IκB promoter site governs the period of oscillations and is set to its

known value koff ∼ 0.1min−1 generating 1-2 hour long oscillations consistent with single cell

experiments [28]. The slowest time scale in the feedback loop corresponds to the degradation

of mRNA and the fastest time scales correspond to the various binding events of NFκB

to IκB and to the DNA sites. In our calculations dissociation from DNA bound sites can

occur by passive unbinding with unimolecular kinetics DON kdoff−−−→ DOFF + NFκB or by

molecular stripping, i.e. active IκB concentration dependent dissociation with bimolecular

kinetics IκB +DON ks−→ DOFF + IκB–NFκB.
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FIG. 2: Shown are representative trajectories of networks functioning with conventional

switches (first row) and switches with stripping (second row) under conditions of either

terminated (α = 0) and continuous (α > 0) stimulation. Unbinding rates for all the bound

decoys are kdoff = 0.1min−1.

External stimulation of the network is modeled by setting the value of α, the rate of
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TABLE I: Reactions and rate coefficients for the NFκB/IκB/DNA master switch

network. Dynamics of the network is simulated via a standard individual based kinetic

Monte Carlo algorithm [29]. GON , GOFF denote NFκB bound and free state of IκB

promoter. DON , DOFF denote NFκB bound and free states of decoys. Network has 1 IκB

promoter and 2 · 104 effective decoys. Fully irreversible reactions are indicated by ⇒ arrow.

The kinetic parameters that are varied are highlighted in color. Reactions taking place in

cytoplasm or transferring into cytoplasm from nucleus are indicated by (cyt) and (nuc) the

rest are all happening in the nucleus.

Reactions Rate Coeff Values

IκB–NFκB ⇒ NFκB α [0 or 0.25] min−1

DOFF +NFκB→DON kdon 10 µM−1min−1

DON → DOFF +NFκB kdoff [0.01-10] min−1

IκB +DON ⇒ IκB–NFκB +DOFF ks [0-10] M−1min−1

IκB +GON ⇒ IκB–NFκB +GOFF ks [0-10] M−1min−1

GOFF +NFκB→GON kon 10 µM−1min−1

GON → GOFF +NFκB koff 0.1 min−1

GON ⇒ GON +mRNA (cyt) kt 1.0 µM ·min−1

mRNA⇒ mRNA+ Ic (cyt) ktl 0.23 min−1

mRNA⇒ ∅ (cyt) γm 0.015 min−1

IκB(cyt)→ IκB (nuc) kIin 0.015 min−1

IκB(nuc)→ IκB (cyt) kIout 0.012 min−1

NFκB(cyt)⇒ NFκB (nuc) kNin 5.4 min−1

NFκB–IκB(nuc)⇒ NFκB–IκB(cyt) kout 0.83 min−1

NFκB + IκB(cyt)→ NFκB–IκB (cyt) kf 30.0 µM−1 ·min−1

NFκB–IκB(cyt)→ NFκ+ IκB(cyt) kb 0.03 min−1

NFκB + IκB → NFκB–IκB kfn 30.0 µM−1min−1

NFκB–IκB → NFκB + IκB kbn 0.03 min−1

degradation of IκB in the bound NFκB − IκB complex. In real cells there are many
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sources of stimulation such as exposure to cytokines, free radicals, etc. All of these stimuli

cause IκB to be marked for degradation thus freeing the cytoplasmic NFκB which then

diffuses into the nucleus to begin the regulatory cycle. Under steady stimulation (setting

α = const) the network settles into a self sustained oscillatory mode with periodic production

and degradation of IκB molecules. The termination of stimulation corresponds to cessation

of the degradation of IκB by setting α to 0. Figure 2 shows a sample of 50 trajectories of

the time course of NFκB-bound decoys. These trajectories are initiated from a state where

all of the decoys are bound to the NFκB with the remaining of NFκB molecules being part

of the complex with IκB. We compare the cases with and without molecular stripping when

the network is under constant external stimulation or transiently after that stimulation has

been terminated. By looking at the switching when the stimuli have been terminated one

immediately sees that even with our very conservative estimate of decoy residence times

there is ”time-scale crisis” for the conventional switch with no stripping. The time to turn

off all the target genes exceeds by far the time scales of oscillation and gene expression

(∼ 120 − 150min). Meanwhile when there is molecular stripping the switching off of all

the decoy and target genes happens in under ∼ 20min. These time-scales are very much

in harmony with what Fagerlund et al [30] have observed in the single cell studies probing

the difference in nuclear clearance of NFκB for cells having wild type versus mutated IκB

forms. Their experiments show that cells with wild type IκB rapidly and robustly clear

NFκB from nucleus within a 20-30 min window but cells where IκB has been mutated

in its PEST sequence which is crucial for molecular stripping [31] take ∼ 100 − 150min in

order to clear the NFκB from the nucleus. This observation is consistent with what one

obtains from our model using reasonable values for decoy unbinding rates along with the

rates in feedback loop that are inferred directly from bulk phase kinetic experiments. For the

case of steady stimulation when only passive release occurs there are only highly stochastic

oscillations with partial clearance of bound decoys. In contrast when there is molecular

stripping, the system displays ultra-sensitive and highly regular pulsatile behavior in which

decoys and targets are fully cleared in oscillations with well defined period. The differences

between passive release switches and switches that employ molecular stripping for decoy

clearance are explored in the next section.
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Active regulation of bound transcription factors resolves time-scale crisis in broad-

casting networks

As we saw in the previous section without molecular stripping the sheer number of binding

sites and the consequent long time to clear them pose serious problems for reliable operation

of eukaryotic broadcasting switches. To explore the ”time-scale crisis” more comprehensively

we vary the dissociation rates of bound decoys over a wider range [10−2 − 10] going from

normal dissociation rates to very fast rates. To quantify the robustness of the switching

process we compute the mean first passage times for clearing all the decoys of their bound

NFκB starting from a fully occupied decoy state once the stimulus has been terminated

by setting α(t > 0) = 0 in the model. We computed over 104 trajectories for each setup

and measured the mean and coefficient of variation (CV ) of the clearance time for different

unbinding rates going from the regime of the pure conventional switch (ks = 0M−1min−1)

to moderate molecular stripping (ks = 10M−1min−1). Only for extremely fast intrinsic

dissociation rates is the system able to function without molecular stripping (Fig 3). For

more realistic values of the dissociation rates from effective decoys (∼ 0.01 − 0.1) without

stripping, a ”time scale crisis” arises in which some target genes take dramatically more time

to clear than the basic gene expression time scale and the time scale of oscillations. Once

stripping is allowed the switch’s behavior is insensitive to orders of magnitude variation

of molecular stripping rates (Fig 3A). Without stripping the need for the multiplicity of

binding sites to unbind stochastically makes turning off the targets highly unpredictable with

some genes lingering in their active states for extremely long times. This lingering effect

is quantified by the coefficient of variation of clearance times as a function of unbinding

rates shown in Fig 3B. From Fig 3 we see that the switch without molecular stripping

gets noisier for sufficiently slow unbinding rates with the coefficient of variation diverging

for slow dissociation rates of NFκB from decoys. This implies that different cells in the

population would turn off their NFκB targets at random with some targets remaining ON

for much longer times than others do. Molecular stripping, on the other hand curbs the

noise consistently throughout the range of unbinding rates.

The divergence of the coefficient of variation for conventional switch has two origins, the

large number of decoys and their slow dissociation rates. To see how these two factors con-

tribute to the mean and coefficient of variation, we simulate the network with conventional
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A B

C

FIG. 3: (A) Shown is the dependence of mean clearance time of occupied decoys ,

NFκB −DNA on unbinding rate for cases of no striping and stripping with rates ks. (B)

Shown is the dependence of standard deviation of clearance times for cases of no striping

and stripping with rates ks. (C) Shown are the probability distributions corresponding to

different unbinding rates in the case of conventional switching, ks = 0

switch while systematically varying the number of decoys and the dissociation rates (Fig 4).

Within the biologically relevant parameter range the effect of this divergence is apparent

for decoy numbers in the range of 103 − 104 and for dissociation rates from these decoys

being ∼ 10−2min−1 (Fig 4B). Surprisingly, when the dissociating rates are on the slow end

of spectrum, of the order of ∼ 10−2min−1 the mean clearance time already exceeds hours

even for the moderately low number of decoys 102 − 103 (Fig 4A).

The stochastic nature of clearance is evident when we examine the stochastic dynamics

of each individual decoy site (Fig 5A). Looking at the time trajectory of the occupancy of

individual sites (quantified via probabilities of survival) reveals that some sites can remain

occupied on time scales comparable to complete clearance without ever undergoing unbind-

ing/rebinding (Supporting Information, Fig S1, S2). These ”stragglers” would potentially

pose problems for broadcasting networks without molecular stripping. When there is molec-
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A B

FIG. 4: Shown are (A) mean and (B) coefficient of variation for the conventional switch as

a function of numbers of decoys.

ular stripping as we have seen from the Fig 3, clearance happens rapidly and reliably. These

features are reflected in the rapidly decaying survival probabilities for individual DNA bind-

ing sites (Fig 5B). While the ”stragglers” contribute greatly to the mean clearance time in

the case of a conventional switch(Supporting Information, Fig S1), they are not the only

source of variance. Rebinding events, where free NFκB binds back to the newly cleared sites

not only slow down the complete clearance of bound NFκB but also make the clearance

times highly unpredictable which is reflected in the divergence of the coefficient of variation

seen in Fig 4. These rebinding events are purely stochastic in their origin, happening mostly

at the later stages of clearance (Fig 5C) when the number of bound decoys is reduced to

dozens and where the large number of unoccupied sites start to compete with the IκB for

the NFκB(Supporting Information, Fig S1). Rebinding of NFκB to cleared decoy sites

becomes more likely as the dissociation rates from the decoys becomes comparable to the

rate of dissociation of NFκB from its complex with the IκB (Fig 5C). When there is

molecular stripping, the rebinding events simply do not matter as the rate of clearance is

too rapid for rebinding to influence clearance (Fig 5D).

Now we turn to investigating how molecular stripping changes the stochastic behavior of

the switch when the broadcasting system displays self-sustained pulsatile behavior. Keeping

α(t > 0) = 0.25min−1 constant in the simulation leads to oscillations of the nuclear NFκB

with a period of ∼ 2hr (Supplementary Information, Fig S4) consistent with commonly
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A B

C D

Conventional switch Switch w/ stripping

FIG. 5: Shown are the survival probabilities of single bound decoy sites as a function of

time for the networks (A) with no stripping and (B) with stripping. Rebinding

probabilities are computed as a function of time for the cases (C) with no stripping and

(D) with stripping. Different curves correspond to different dissociation rates of the

NFκB bound decoys.

adopted experimental setup [28]. In the present study, however we are interested in the

consequences for the residence times of NFκB at genomic binding sites. Therefore we

examine the oscillations of the occupation of decoy states as a function of unbinding rates.

The mean fraction of the time that the sites are completely cleared (Fig 6A) provides a

good way to quantify how long the genes are transcriptionally silent on average under the

external stimulation. Different patterns of pulses of NFκB are thought to activate different

patterns of genes for downstream signaling [32]. Experiments suggest the temporal dynamics

of NFκB has information that can be utilized for decision making by the cell. For the

conventional switch without any molecular stripping the mean fraction of completely cleared

times is essentially zero for a broad range of dissociation rates as there are always some

NFκB molecules bound to the decoy sites at all times. Only in the fast dissociation limit do
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A B

C D

FIG. 6: (A) Dependence of mean fraction of cleared times on decoy unbinding rate

computed for networks different stripping rates ks. (B) Shannon’s entropy of steady state

distribution of pulsatile signals as a function of decoy unbinding rate computed for

different stripping rates ks. (C) Evolution of relative entropy (Kullback-Leibler) between

stochastic and deterministic pulses computed in time windows containing roughly one

pulse for the unbinding rate of kdoff = 0.1min−1. (D) Temporal autocorrelation function

of DNA bound NFκB molecules for the unbinding rate of kdoff = 0.1min−1.

the oscillations become clearly pulsatile alternating between completely cleared and occupied

states. With molecular stripping, due to the fast turnover of the NFκB the oscillations

appear to be ultra sensitive over a wide range of values of molecular stripping rate. A

curious situation occurs in the fast dissociation limit where the passive switch slightly edges

out the switch gene itself which has the slow molecular stripping rate of ks ∼ 0.1M−1min−1.

This happens because the stripping of the promoter site for IκB reduces the overall rate of

stripping of the remaining decoy sites beyond that of passive dissociation. That this is the

appropriate explanation is verified by simulating what happens when one selectively turns

off the stripping only at the promoter site. This change makes the mean wait times for

all ks > 0 even longer (See Supplementary Figure S3). One may imagine similar strategies

used by the cell where the signals are being broadcast to many targets with a few selected

ones gaining special protection by modification of chromatin structure. To quantify the
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variation in the bimodality of the signals of NFκB−DNA pulses we compute the complexity

of the steady state probability distributions at various time points in the oscillation via

Shannon entropy S = −∑n p(n)log2 p(n) where p(n) is the probability density of NFκB −
DNA established after many pulses (Fig 6B). Comparing Shannon entropies of pulsatile

stochastic trajectories for broadcasting networks we see that network without stripping

generates more complex distributions which reflects the more unpredictable (or ”surprising”)

nature of oscillations. When there is molecular stripping, the distributions generated by

pulses are more predictable as is reflected by low values of Shannon entropy. How pulsatile

signals get corrupted by noise can be quantified by computing the relative entropy between

stochastic and deterministic pulses, DKL(pstoch||pdet) =
∑∞

n=0 pstoch(n, t)log2
pstoch(n,t)
pdet(n,t)

for time

windows containing roughly one pulse (Fig 6C). As expected more irregular oscillations

generated in the absence of molecular stripping deviate from pure deterministic pulses the

most. For biologically relevant values of the stripping rates the stochastic pulses stay much

closer to their respective deterministic ones. The auto-correlation of the pulses is another

quantity that shows how rapidly noise randomizes the relative phases of different oscillators

(Fig 6C). Again, networks with molecular stripping hold the phases correlated over much

longer times than happens in the absence of striping where it takes at most 2-3 pulses for

phases to become completely uncorrelated.

The non-equilibrium nature of switches in a broadcasting system

Molecular stripping modifies the often adopted equilibrium picture of a gene switch by

adding to the otherwise reversible step of transcription factor binding/unbinding a micro-

scopically irreversible step. One should note however that in reality molecular stripping

just like any other chemical reaction must have a finite backward rate, which in the case

of stripping and a few other reactions in our network is thought to be vanishingly small.

The network as a whole is driven outside of equilibrium by continuous stimulation from the

outside. Therefore there is no question that both with and without stripping the NFκB

regulatory network operates under highly non-equilibrium conditions where molecules are

constantly being pumped into and degraded out of the system thereby guaranteeing the

stability of steady oscillatory or homeostatic states. Quantifying the extent of irreversibility

of genetic networks is not trivial partly because of the great complexity of real biological
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networks with many steps that could potentially contribute to the feedback cycle. One mea-

α=0.25

FIG. 7: Rate of entropy production in the oscillatory steady state as a function of

dissociation rate of bound decoys, kdoff . Dissociation rates kdoff are varied by keeping the

thermodynamic affinities fixed Kd = kdoff/kdon = const . Different curves correspond to

networks with and without stripping and to different values of dissociating constant.

sure one can employ is the rate of dissipation which is also the rate of entropy production

by the network caused by the explicitly detailed steps (i.e. not including the dissipative

costs of protein synthesis which are clearly required too). The dissipation rate is computed

by calculating averages of stochastic entropy production over the ensemble of trajectories

ep = limt→∞
1
t
〈∆st〉. The stochastic entropy production is computed by taking ratios of

probabilities of forward and backward transitions involving changes of species for each el-

ementary stochastic event in the network: ∆st = log p(Xn→Xn+1)
p(Xn+1→Xn)

. If the network were in

equilibrium the stochastic entropy production would be exactly equal to zero. Entropy pro-

duction turns out to be nonzero either with stripping or without it. Since the thermodynamic

affinities of DNA sites are commonly used for thinking about gene regulation, we would like

to quantify how informative such quantities are under the more general non-equilibrium

conditions. To do this we first compute the entropy production by varying the unbinding

rates while also keeping the equilibrium dissociation constant fixed (Fig 7). As expected

regardless of the values of equilibrium constant the network is driven far from equilibrium.

The networks with molecular stripping are more dissipative than those without stripping

when the unbinding rates are slow. We see that the irreversible step of decoy clearance via

molecular stripping gives rise to ultra-sensitive oscillations but does so at a cost of higher

rates of dissipation. For the faster unbinding rates the many steps of NFκB capture and
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release take over causing the intrinsic entropy production by network without stripping to

exceed that of the one with stripping.
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FIG. 8: Shown are the values of (A) Mean clearance time and (B) coefficient of variation of

the network with terminated stimuli as a function of dissociating rates,kdoff with fixed

thermodynamic affinities Kd = kdoff/kdon = const. (C) Mass action ratio of decoy-NFκB

quasi equilibrium, with the corresponding macroscopic dissociation as a function of

dissociation rates kdoff . (D) Probability of unoccupied IκB promoter.

When there is no stripping and when binding and spontaneous unbinding are fast, the

equilibrium affinities are strongly correlated with the mean clearance time, with higher

affinities corresponding to slower clearance and vice versa (Fig 8A). When binding and

spontaneous unbinding are slow however, the mean clearance times weakly depend on the

equilibrium affinities but are instead dictated by the dissociation rates. In a sense when

there is molecular stripping the concept of affinity loses its meaning altogether. The means

and the variances of the clearance times become independent of the equilibrium affinities

(Fig 8A-B). At the steady state stripping causes the mass action ratios to be governed

only by the binding ON rates since the effective OFF rates from all the decoys become

equal(Fig 8C-D). These rates are very often diffusion limited. The equilibrium dissociation

constant is clearly not a very reliable measure of the ”strength” of binding for dynamical

situations.
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Conclusion

In this work we have studied the stochastic dynamics of the broadcasting genetic net-

work centered on NFκB. Physiological, genomic and bioinformatic studies have shown

that NFκB is a master regulator which binds to huge number of DNA sites having cod-

ing, downstream regulatory and non-functional consequences. Single cell experiments have

shown that under steady stimulation the network exhibits self sustained oscillations but that

once the external stimuli are terminated the network rapidly switches into a non-oscillatory

homeostatic state. Here we have put forward a new conceptual framework for understand-

ing the mechanism of regulation of broadcasting networks at the systems level. The large

number of targets for the master regulator necessitates going beyond conventional models of

gene regulation which were inspired by studies on simple bacterial systems with few targets.

We show that passive dissociation of transaction factors leads to a ’time-scale crisis’ for

broadcasting signals to targets if the targets and decoys are too numerous. In the case of

the NFκB network, molecular stripping by IκB solves the ’time-scale crisis’ and leads to

fast resposnes and ultra-sensitive oscillations with well defined periods. Our results are in

harmony with recent in vivo single cell experiments where the stripping process has been

perturbed specifically.
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